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NEW QUESTION: 1
DRAG DROP
You need to ensure that all of the solutions are deployed in
the correct order.
You have the following code:
Which code segments should you include in Target 1, Target 2,
Target 3, Target 4, Target 5 and Target 6 to complete the code?
(To answer, drag the appropriate code segments to the correct
targets in the answer area. Each code segment may be used once,
more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split
bar between panes or scroll to view content.)
Select and Place:
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Scenario: Deployment of the package containing the Litware web
templates Lit- ware.Intranet.Templates.wsp must be prevented if

the core package (Target 5) is not deployed in order to prevent
deployment errors and eventually damage on the site structure
itself.
* (Target1, Target 6) ActivationDependencies Element (Feature)
Specifies a list of features on which the activation of the
current feature depends.
Child element: ActivationDependcy
* (Target 2) ActivationDependcy
Specifies the activation dependencies for a solution.
Syntax:
&lt;ActivationDependency
SolutionId = string
SolutionName = string // (Target 4)
SolutionTitle = string
SolutionUrl = string /&gt;
SolutionId
Required string. Specifies the solution ID of the dependency.
Reference: ActivationDependencies Element (Feature);
ActivationDependency Element (Solution)

NEW QUESTION: 2
Click the Exhibit.
Referring to the exhibit, which statement is true?
A. R1 has the B bit set.
B. R1 is an ASBR.
C. R1 is a backbone router.
D. R1 is an ABR.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which two of the following would add a CSS file to every page?
(Choose TWO.)
A. Option E
B. Option B
C. Option D
D. Option A
E. Option C
Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which device would you select to partition a network into
VLANs?
A. switch
B. hub
C. bridge

D. router
E. repeater
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
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